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Saltex Group is a service-oriented
corporation, specializing in the design,
installation, configuration and maintenance
of electronic security systems. Saltex Group
was founded in 1988 and is headquartered
in Miami, Florida with local presence
throughout Latin America. We dedicate our
time to sourcing advanced security
technology, and partnering with reliable
companies in all areas concerning, Access
Control, Closed Circuit Television, Fire
Detection and Suppression, Perimeter
Protection and Building Automation.
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Our Client:
Divine Savior Academy

Divine Savior Academy is part of the
Wisconsin Evangelical Lutheran Synod
(WELS), one of the largest private school
systems in the United States. They have a
rigorous, college-bound academic program,
as well as fine arts, competitive athletics,
personal guidance services, and new stateof-the-art facilities. Located in Miami,
Florida, Divine Savior Academy offers
students from around the world collegepreparatory academics in a Christian
environment.

Challenge
Divine Savior Academy came to Saltex
Group for assistance with cabling and
associated hardware to have a more
comprehensive telecommunications
infrastructure. The biggest challenge faced
in this project was that there was already
existing cabling in place so our team had to
plan diligently to work around this issue to
avoid removing the existing cabling and
furthermore driving DSA's costs up.

The Saltex Solution

Solution 1

Solution 2

Solution 3

MileSight NDAA
compliant dome and
bullet cameras

Salient Systems
Servers & Video
Licenses

POE/Coax network
converters and cable
organizers

Saltex selected MileSight NDAA complaint cameras because they are a cost-effective and highquality option as it complies with mandatory US norms for schools. We also installed Salient
Systems PowerPro Servers and video licenses as they are industry-leading and power-built for the
rigors of continuous operation using advanced components from Dell. Finally, we solved de existing
cabling issue by installing POE coax network converters. Given the existing cabling, We went this
route for some of the cabling runs because of the limited distance. There was existing cabling, we
decided on this route because of the limited space. Saltex came up with an alternative solution of
converting this cable into IP because it was overall the more cost-effective option for DSA than
running a new line entirely.
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